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Undergraduate Student Government sena!ors plan to ttlk with their 1.'0nstituents before
voting on a re.;;:,Jution calling for a student
acthity fee increase. senate members said al
Wedne.<;day's USG meeting.
The resolution calls for a student activity fee
increase of $2.25 per student beginning in fall
1997. The resolution was tabled and "'ill be
brought up at the March 6 meeting. USG
members said.
Eric Bottom. USG Finance Committee
chaimian and resolution author. said senators

·
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These are not concrete numbers we're dealing with
here. Without talking with your constituents, this
would be damaging to this student body."
David Vingren
USG Finance Committee member

need to talk with their constituents about the
proposed increase before voting on the resolution.
'This resolution wa~ written for three main

reasons;· Bottom said "'The first reason is to
help combat inflation. The second is to help
with student retention, which is kind of what
we aimed this at when we wrote the resolu-

tion. And the thin! is to get students involved in
registered student organizations."
David Vingren. Fmaoce Committee member and Thompson Point senator, said the senate needs to serve its constituents by discussing
( •is resolution with them.
..These are not concrete numbers we're dealing with here," Vingren said. ''Without talking
with your conslituen~ this would be damaging
to this student body.'! .
Vingren said the resolution will also help
RSOs who have not been receiving the funding
they need.
"After being on the F ~ Committee this

see USG, page 6

Technical difficulties
silence radio station
By C. Kuhlmey
D,,ily Egyptian P-cporter

The campus airwaves have bc-.,n
silent lately because of an equipment
failure at WIDB. the University programming coordinator says.
WIDB. which has broadcast al
SlUC for nearly 25 years. closed lag
Thursday because of problems with
the distribution amplifier and other
equipment.
During any given radio program.
a signal from \VIDB's broadcasting
equipment is channeled into the distribution amplifier, Joanne Yantis.
University programming coordinator. said. The amplifier then relea<.es
the sign:tl lo all parts of the campus.
making it a pivotal pan of the broad·
casting process. she said.
'The amp itself was bought in
1977." Yantis said. ''Ille everyday
wear and tear on it for almost 20
) ears caused it to finally break
down:·
Jemal Powell. a senior in radiotcle\'ision fron, University Park. said

the ma~ter control board and the
equipment in the main engineering
room arc outdated.
"Almost 75 percent of the equipment in the main engineering room
is fried and the master control board
is too old.'' Powell said. 'The station
is doing the right thing and trying to
fill the equipment the right way
instead of nickcl-and-diming it."
Yantis s:iid the production board.
where all commercials and public

see WIDB, page 6.

Gus Bode
SHm1Y c.0.-:{:::. :r1ie Daily Egyptian
Mrs. Katie Clzu (left) lzelps Xingue Lin (center), a first-grader from China, write ·English, wlzile Ya
Xiao, a third-grader from China, practices reading a story in English Wednesday afternoon at Unity
Point school on Soutlz lllinois Ave. Tlze school has many students who do not speak English as their
first langwge.

Gus says: And I thoolht my
leisure suit was ou1rlated.

Suspect in stabbing
turns self in Tuesday
By Kendra Helmer
Daily Egyptian Reporter
The former SlUC studeJJt want•
ed in an alleged Feb. 18 stabbing
turned himself in to authorities
Tuesday. Carbondale Police say.
Christopher A. Settles. 23. of
Carbondale. turned himself in at 4
p.m. at the Jack.<on County Sheriffs
Department. Lt Earl Jacquot said.
He was released after posting
$2.500 bond.
Settles was wanted on a Jackson
County warrant for aggravated battery. Carbondale Police said he
allegedly stabbed Michael R.

Delisle. 30. nf Carbondale, at a
party on Beveridge Street. Delisle
was hosj>italized for four clays.
Police said on the night of the
stabbing. Settles and two others
were ejected from a party.
The suspects allegedly confront·
ed Delisle in the alley near the
party.
Settles allegedly stabbed Delisle
in the abdomen while Phillip 9.
Rowan, 20, of Makanda, held the
victim's legs, police said.
Rowan was arrested and charged
with aggravated battery. A third
suspect, Jason M. Tharp. 21, was
arrested and charged with possession of drug paraphernalia.

By Melissa Jakubowski
DE Assistant Features Editor
In broken English. Xiaoyu Zou
repeats a story about a mountain
that he read in class. Seven
months ago, Zou. a first grader al
Unity Point School, could not
speak a word of English.
Zou. 6, came lo Carbondale
from mainland China so his par•
ents could attend SIUC. but he
also is receiving an education.
Unity Point. 5234 S. U.S.
Highway 51, is a public school
for children from kindergarten to
eighth grade in Carbondale and
surrounding communities.
Among the 676 stuaents enrolled
at the school, 37 countries are
represented.
Because ofSIUC's large inter•
national population, the school's

programs.

SIUC alumnus
finds success on
stage, screen.

page 16

page8

"If they understand basic
phrases like 'open your books' or
'write your name,' they can more
or less follow along," she said.
'The students need a basic orientation in English before they can
develop accurate reading and
writing skills."
Koster said teaching the chi!•
dren English becomes simpler
with visual aids and computers.
"We utilize our computers
every day to aid us visually," she
said. ''The children can then see a
picture, listen to the sound of the
word and see the letters all at the
s:imi:tiine."
Koster said an international
student can pi!=k up a fimi understanding of English in about two
years: She saj,d once the children
pick up the alphabet, they can

see UNITY POINT, page 6
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Reporter: SIUC
women deserve
fans' support.

Mcleod Theater
to present 'Into
the.Woqds.'
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faculty, staff and curriculum
have to service the needs of a
huge multicultural child popula•
lion, Mary Jo Diamond. cwriculum director, said.
"We are not a nonnal bilingual
school," she said. ''We don't just
have English and Spanish. We
have over 16 different languages
represented here. We're like a
mini-United Nations."
The students not only have to
adjust to new swroundings, they
also must adapt to a different language to understand their class
work.
Dorlores Koster, coordinator
of transitional programs, said the
success in educating the students
comes from their rigorous language
She said when students first
come to the school, they are
taught basic survival English.
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,<World,
NATO-DIVIDES OVER FUTURE OF BA(k.\N FORCE BRUSSELS, Belgium-NATO faces a serious internal split over lhe
size and shape of a successor military force thafmay be needed to presen•e stability in Bosnia once the <--ummt peacekeeping operation ends,
alliance officials said this week'. Although Operation Joint Endeavor is
~yin the third .month of a deployment inleDded to last a year, the probJeru of how to exit Bosnia without plunging the country back into chaos
·. is emerging one of the toughest is.wes confronting alliance planners.
"The whole question of what happens at the end of 12 months is now a
vecy uncomfonable subject," said one senior officiaJ at NATO's headquarters here. "There's a potential for a big split between the Americans
and some of the Olher allies."
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Deal of the week
2/29-3/6

AKG K141M

BRITAIN, IRELAND SET DATE FOR NEGOTIATIONS -

PROFESSIONAL HEADPHONES
•Semi - open clalgn
-self - adjusting headphones

LONDON-The leaders of Britain and ltcland tried Wednesday to sal-

vage the bomb-shattered Nonhem Ireland peace process by setting a
date, June 10, for talks among all parties in the province that are committed to nonviolence. British Prime Minister John Major and Irish Prime
Minister John Bruton, patching up differences that bad contributed to the
breakdown in the process. proposed a two-step procedure to prepare for
those talks: discussions among the parties beginning next week, similar
to talks held by BaJJcan leaders in Dayton, Ohio, last November, followed by elections in Northern Ireland to let voters decide who would
participate in the June negotiations. The most significant clement of this
elaborate plan was the fixed date for talks.

•Sounds Wonderful

Center • Carbondale • 529-1910

-You are Invited to -

WHEN •INKING,
CALL

"lbt SJraphpav of Our faith•
March 3-7th at 7 pm
presented by:

AFRIEND.

fr. Robert . . . . .,tftuloaa,, Oltai,

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license. a co11viction. or
even worse. When you drinlc. gel
a ride with a friend. It's
the best call you can make.
,

a.urch t1f St. Francis Xavier

SF

303 S. Poplar, C&rbondaJe • 457-4556
(Rd'n:a,.'unents • Childcare)
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Nation
NEW REPORT CAR0 SPARKS DEBATE IN SCHOOLS When Simi Valley, Calif.. parent Coleen Ary saw the new report card
two of her children would receive last fall, she was mortified. Gone were
th~ familiar squares that first- and second-grade teachers filled in with As,
Bs., Cs, Ds or Fs. Now, 160 academic and social skill~ - from "holds
book upright" to "writes numbers 100-1000" -were listed on the lowerelementary progress reports in lhe Sirai Valley Unified School District.
What had been a simple chart with a letter grade and a few lines of
teacher commcnis in reading, writing and arithmetic was a maze of fine
print, chock-full of descriptions of what Johnny should be learning in
school. Kinder and gentler ICrms - from "emergent" and "beginning"
for low-level achievement to "developing" and "early fluency" for higher-level learning - are taldng hold. In some cards, the best grade for
turning in homework on time and respecting aulhority has become"...
usually." To be avoided are "rarely" and "sometimes."

CENSUS BUREAU UNVEllS PlAN FOR NEW POLLING-

·we oniy use top
quality ingredients
in our meals

WASHINGlON--The Census Bureau Wednesday unveiled ilS plan to
conduct a "fundamentally different" census in the year 2000, acknowledging that the 1990 headcount cost too much and missed too many people, particularly minorities and the poor. Fcdcral officials said !heir new
plan would rely on a range of new technologies. bcucr address lists. a
stronger marketing campaign and a redesigned form that asks fewer
questions and explains why the information is necessary. '11Je upcoming census is historic." said Alice Rivlin, director of lhe Office of
Management and BudgeL "It's probably the most di.'licult one that has
ever been under".aken."

~~-r.Jiif,...~~llr"--'AIJ stir fry dishes use re.al tender

1~:.;..:...~"3

c:bk:bn breasts. We also only use
fresh jumbo 1hrimp In all
llhrimp Hlectlons,
901 S. RUnols Aoenue
llmn-JOpm
with a purchase of an entree
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-from Daily Egyptian wire services

Hot&ne 549-3991

There are once-a-month sales.
And, there are once-a-year sales.

But, a Sale THIS BIG only happens once

Every 4years!
Stereo One., s
9

"Leap Year SALE!
16 Hours of incredible Savings
on the Best in Car Audiol

• ~AM,,rWCassa!e&CDR!y!r•~Rem.m•~•M<iileSeadJ¥,ms•~~··

•Amiifiers •f.cpmm • Tnd Boxes• Prmale Stbvoofer &dares• War&• Acce9.xies& More!!
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Corrections/Clarifications
In the leucr to the editor in Wednesday's paper, the letter --Core
taught by profs, GAs,'' contained an incorrect Internet address. The
correct address should have been listed as the following:
bttp://www.siu.edu/departments/coagr/animal/chausler/fnl OI hp.html
The Daily Elf)ptiari regrelS the cnor.

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily
Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-331 I, extension 233 or 228.
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<1ow·~ ·
GPSC decides to
split up resolution
about SPC funds
By Donita Poily
DE Politics Ediior

Many undetcnnined aspects in a

Graduate and Professional Sllldcnt

Ln ROY CAulet -

Council resolution asking for the
creation of a Student Programming
C.ouncil_ advisory board and a possible student.fee increase Jed to the
rcsolutioo's breakdown, members
said al Wednesday's meeting.
Also al lhc meeting, GPSC
mr:mbcts passed a resolution a<;king the SIU Board of Trustees to
postpone voting on SIU President
Ted Sanders' University budget
proposal.
Marlr Terry, GPSC vice president for graduate affairs. said a resolution asking for S3.60 per student
each semester to be taken out of
GPSC's student activity fee and
given directly to SPC broke down.
He said the rcsol:Jtion bad many
facets that nccdcd to be considered.
He said GPSC had to decide if
SPC should continue a~king GPSC
for funding on a yearly basis or if
SPC' s funding should mrne out of
GPSC's smdcnt activity fees.
Terry said that this year. SPC
asked for and received S5,000 from
GPSC. He said if the funding
comes stmiclll out of student activity fees, GPSC will pay S18.000 a
year, which is 25 percent of its budgeL
Terry said GPSC had to decide
four things ahom the rcwlution: Is
GPSC adequately funding SPC.
should lhcrc be a change in the way
GPSC funds SPC, is lhcrc a need
for an SPC advisory board and

n,,, Daily Egyptian

Play-doh?

John Coyne, a first-year graduate student in sculpture from Iowa City, Iowa, works 011 /tis sculpture at tlie Foundry
Wednesday aftemoon.

see GPSC, page 7

Proposed ordinance may help library funding
By Brian T. Sutton
Dail\ Egyptian Report('<

The Carbondale Public Librnry
mav see an end to its monev trouble~ 1f it can gel the Carb~ndale
City Council to adopt an ordinance
that bypa.o;.'iC~ a stale Jaw. libr.iry and
city officials say.
City Manager Jeff Doheny said
lihrnry officials have requested that
the Carbondale City Council adopt
an ordinance that would allow the
libr.u-v to circumvent a state law.
Th~ Illinois Local Library Act

cash fund without having to replace
the money a.s the law requires.
The Carbondale Public Library
talk about ... solutions for library funding. I f asked the Citv Council Feb. 6 for
$58,000 in addition to a yearly 3percent increase for fiscal year
1997. The library officials said if
Connie Steude/,
they did not receive the additional
Carbondale Public Library director
money. the library would have to
cut services and jobs. The council
states that the working cash fund in law also requires the library to turned down the request, citing a
the library"s budget cannot be u~ed replace the money with its tax tight 1997 budget and uncertainty
for general fund purpcses. The return.
with the possible funding of an
If the ordinance is passed, the Amtrak train route. ·
money can only be used to pay bills
and employees· salaries during a library would be able to draw
Doherty said the library has the
lapse in city and state funding. The money from an S89.000 working funds available in its budget. but

II We are going to sit down with the city and

Ag-awareness week begins;
college celebrates 40 years
By Tracy Taylor
Daily Egyptian Reporter

The College of Agriculture is
celebrating it's 40th anniversary
this week, including Ag-spirit
activities. visits from past alumni
and staff. and the All-Ag banquet.
the college's assistant dean says.
The College of Agriculture
always has Ag-spirit week every
year before the All-Ag banquet,
Mollie Williams. secretary of the
Ag-Council, said.
"It's a way for agriculture stu-

dent~ to gel together and show their
spirit for the College of
Agriculture," Williams said.
"The reason for Ag.awareness is
to let people know more about
Agriculture. ll's not just fanning.
There arc a lot of different faceL~
from agriculture. Twenty percent of
the U.S. is employed in
Agriculture."
Also included in the week is
today's forestry conclave rxhibition
day in front of the College of
Agriculture, where the forestry

see AG, page 7

library officials said the funds are
regulated by state law.
Library officials said bccau~ the
city cannot give the library the
S58,000 requested, the library is
asking the city council to adopt the
ordinance that would allow the
library to use the working cash
funds without replacing the money.
The library would then avoid cuts
in jobs and services.
Connie Steudel. Carbondale
Public Library .. rector, said the
ordinance would override the state

see LIBRARY, page 7

Campus postal service gets fac~lift
By Lori D. Clark
DE Asst. Politics Editor
The postal services in the
Student Center will undergo renovations to comply with Americans
with Disabilities Acts standards,
University and post office officials
say.
Dan Finnegan, supervisor of
customer services at the U.S. Post
Office, 1301 E. Main. said the
older stamp machines will be
taken out and replaced with new
stamp machi~~- He .said a new

letter drop will be installed and the
machines will be lowered for
accessibility to people with disabilities.
The postal services are located
south of the Hal! of Fame in the
Student Center.
"We want to make every effort
to lower the·machincs as far as we
can to make them accessible to
everyone," Finnegan said. "We
want to be in compliance with
ADA when we're done."
Finnegan said along with
replacing and lowering machines.
some structural work to the area

will be done as well. New paneling will be put up and a new door
to the services will be installed, he
said.
Finnegan said the renovations
should provide a bener range of
services, more reliable machines
and make the area more attractive.
Greg Tatham; director of the
Student' Center, said the
University had not been requin.-d
by ADA to meet these ·standards.
However, he said the ADA could
set guidelines for the Student

see FACRIFT, page 7
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EDITORIAL

Ask students if they
believe fees should

be raised again
LOTS OF THINGS CHANGE OVER TIME AT SIUC.
Five years ago, most of the students on campus today weren't
here yet. the men's basketball team was beginning a streak of
entering the NCAA or NIT tournament for seven consecutive years and general student fees at the University were a lot
less than they are now.
Today we're all here, the men's basketball team isn't even
competing in the Missouri Valley Conference Tournament
and the SIU Board of Trustees is considering yet another
student fee increase.
We think it's time to collect more input from ~tudents on
what has become an annual increase in general fees before
this year's proposal slides through the approval process.
This year's proposed increase totals $17 per semester - a
big improvement over last /ear when students saw a $62
increase in their fees. Athletics and a mass transit system
were the main reasons behind this large increase.
The Undergraduate Student Government is also asking for
a $2.25 increase apart from the $17.
The Recreation Center, Health Center, students' attorney,
Student Center and student health insurance all say they need
more money from students. Ali these institutions supply students with important services, and it's only logical to raise the
fees penodically to compensate for inflation.
But it's time to take a step back and reevaluate the annual
fee increase.

SIUC'S FEES ARE RELATIVELY HIGH COMPARED
to other Illinois colleges. This year, all undergraduates pitched
in $864.30 per semester each for fees. Students at Eastern
lllinois paid only $426.55. while Illinois State charged each
full-time undergraduate $426.70. Students at Northern Illinois
paid $384. The University of Illinois is one of the few state
schools that charges more ($958) for fees than SIUC. It is
noteworthy that U of I also charges $3,000 a semester for
tuition - nearly $1,200 more than SIUC.
With our University fees among the highest in the state,
SIU officials should take a close look at a list of recommendations the Illinois Board of Higher Education approved in
late 1994. Particularly. they should look at one item regarding raising student fees.
" ... in addition to consulting student government bodies on
proposed tuition and fee increases. any proposal including
such a change should be put before the student.<; in a referendum that facilitates and encourage.<; their full participation,"
the report stated.
So let's have it - any entity that wants students to give
them more money should tell students why more funds are
necessary. This could be done effectively if the
Undergrnduate Student Government works closely with those
who want fee increases.
A big part of this plan is having the SIU administration listen to student input. A student referendum on a fee increase
to fund athletics was ignored. The students voted against the
increase but it still passed.
Please - listen to students when they speak out on these
issues. Students may be partially responsible for the vote
being ignored because most didn't bother to participate in the
referendum.
The BOT is expected to discuss the proposed increases at
meetings in April and May.
l11is leaves USG plenty of time to ask the departments that
want increases for a justification of asking students for money.
It also leaves students plenty of time to inform themselves
on the issue - which they should because their money is at
stake
Let's have a real referendum on these increases.
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Letters to the:·Editors·
Judge's ruling -Student throws support
popular - but behind Pat Buchanan
As a proud, white, card-carry- or benefit to corporate America
ing member of the Republican (who would move overseas for
not correct
Party, I wish to express m_y cheap labor) they were not of
I am writing in response to Les
McDaniel's comments regarding the
management of the Shawnee National
Forest and the ruling of Federal Judge
Phil Gilbert on that issue. Les, you aic
all wet. Judge Gilbert, like m:my people, arc so poorly informed on matters
of ecology that the best decision they
can make when dealing with is.5ucs of
ecological integrity is no decision at
all, or a popular decision. You should
know by now that.neither of these
options have anything to do with a
good decision. Many people in the
world arc infonned enough on this
issue from a scientific or objective
standpoint that they do not need Judge
Gilbert, or for that maucr, special iI11crcst groups to decide what is in the best
interest of the forest. I suspect that
Judge Gilbert is burdened by the complexity of this issue and is woefully
aware of the responsibility he bears for
its outcome. Unfortunately, that will
not prepare him for making a good
decision. That would take years of
training, research and professionallevel contributions to the state of
knowlc.dgc governing forest science.
Furthermore, many of the principles
of sustainable wildlife management
that you may know something about
in view of your major wm: irrevocably
founded in the principles of SUSlainablc
forest management. The principles
were brought into wildlife management by Aldo Leopold, a graduate of
the Yale School of Forestry. Leopold
is often referred to a~ the father of
wildlife managcl'lcnt. The text he
wrote on the subject is usc.d on our
campus today. You may have used it
in your undergraduate training. rt is
ironic that many of the people responsible for developing our consciousness
with~ to the land were professional foresters and that the fate of the
forest today lies in the hands of federal judges and special interest groups.
To Dr. Ashby: Thanks for your contributions to forest ecology and for
your fidelity to science.

Steven J. Fadden
Graduate assistanJ, wology

endorsement and support for Pat
Buchanan for president. I feel
that Pat will be a step in the right
direction for our country and for
our people. He will fight against
the liberal and minority-controlled establishment, the internationalist corroding of our
nation's sovereignty anJ "Big
Brother" government. He will
stand for the consavative values
which made our nation great:
Personal responsibility, hard
wortc. a strong family unit and
the rights of the unborn.
Pat Buchanan has also given
the Republican Party a new
direction. In times past, the party
has been accused of being either
non-labor or anti-labor, but
never pro-labor. Pat Buchanan
has brought business and labor
together as it should have been
all along. When other
Republicans were supporting
NAFTA and GATI, he stood
against thc.,;c policies knowing
that while they may have been

Erma Green

Trueblood Cafeteria, dishroom Jupervisor

Editorial Policies

How to submit a-letter to
the editor:

t-...........-.. --··~ ..

Faculty Representative
MICtwLfoflllLS

G£AAti> STONE

~: You

B: Letter

Matthew Hale
laws111den1

I would like to address Andrew Ensor's article in the Dailv
Egypti011 on February 20. I don't really know what to say. since·,
do1ft know Mr. Enso- I refuse to go down to his level or thinking and
make unfounded accusations. So the only thing I can talk about is
what I do know; Residence Hall Dining employees take great pride
in their work. We have many talented people working in RHD who
have had, and still arc receiving on-going training.
I think Mr. Ensor would be surprised if be knew these people and
their backgrounds. 1lle students of SIU arc our customers and we try
to plca,;c them while following nutritional guidelines. 1lle people
working in RHD arc well trained and skillc.d in their jobs, but arc
always willing to learn more.
So Mr. F.lisor, instead of attacking us in the newspaper, step forward with your credentials and expertise that makes you and authority on food preparation. Maybe we can learn from you, or who
knows, you may learn what it takes to do our jobs. If all else fails,
let us go back to the last line of your article. If you arc not doing the
job you think you should be doing, maybe you should resign. 1l1a1's
what I would do.

Nt!WSStaff

toa,D.wu

Democratic Party's main constituency into the Republican
Party. These arc people who arc
both conservative and cooccmcd
about the future of the common
man.
Because Pat Buchanan has
bridged the gap between lb: parti~ combining the best or both,
be is the only candidate who has
a real chance or beating Bill
Clinton. Therefore, I enjoin all
ofmy fellow students to support
Pat in both the lHinois primary
on March 19 and in the eencral
election in November. ~
For more infonnation about
the Buchanan campaign, you
can call 1-800-GO-PAT-GO!
Let's send ~Slick Willy·· hack to
Arkansas!

Residence Hall worker
disputes Ensor's charges

MAacCH"5E

Representative

benefit to working America.
Because of Pat's concern for
labor, the Republican Party has a
very real chance of bringing the

C: Editor

Signed articles, including lcueu, viewpoints and olhcr com•
menwies, rcOcct the opinions of the-;r authors only. Unsisncd
editorials rcprcscnl a consensus of the Dally EgyJltian Bo.ml.
Letters to the editor mwt be submitted ill pcnoo to the cditori•
al page editor, Room 1247, Communications Buildins. Lctlen
should be typcwridcn and double sp3CCd. Alt lelters are subject lo
editing and will be Umitcd lo 350 ~ants. Students must identify
themselves by class and major, faculty memben by rank and
dep>rtr,.,nl, non-academic staff by ·position and dcp.utntCDt.
Letters for which verification of authorship cannot be made will
DOI be published.
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Military spending cuts colild
be solution to national debt lI $J~ 49 l'INmv.lilFJmJ&aimgF:.,w:
*U Pick the Crust I
g--•
,
I
I *Additional Topping I
rff~
I .50 Per T.opp'mg Per Ptz'za I

Inourdcsperationtocutthebudget,. WC hca~ about cutting
Medicare. cutting college loans.
cutting welfare. cutting environmental protections and national
parks.
•
But we don t hear much about
cutting funcing for the military.
TI1c natio,1al debt was only inflatcd like it is today after suffering
dramatic increases in military
spending, so it makes sense that
reducing it back down would help
solve the problem.
The American military is the
largcst and most expensive machine
of destruction ever seen on this
planet. and it has a presence nearly
everywhere on the globe.
Russia was driven to bankruptcy
by theirs, and I fear that we may not
be far behind.
Granted, our behemoth gives us a
lot of clout in foreign policy, but
notice how it is only used in the
protcction and promotion of busi•
nc.~s.
We could blockade the
Philippines from exporting their
estimated 200.000 women per year
into sla\'ery. or conduct raids to rescue 8-ycar-old Indian girls from the
harems of their Saudi masters. or
intelligently work to expose the
gangster governments of China,
8rJ7jl and Chile to the world courts.
But our military isn't used for
those kinds of humanitarian causes.
We have destroyed humane and
legitimate governments (Chile.
Guatemala. Honduras) for trying to
reclaim what American business
has taken fmm their citi7.cns.
It i, the dogfight for dollars that
our military is use<l in.
Americans consider human sacrificc a sin. and yet we let our
money support exactly these campaigns.
And why protect our businesses
abroad when we're concerned

years.Didyounoticehowtheecon<q"~ ,
'~ · ""'.;~. omy. picked up a~ WC deployed in
~
,;,
~ Bosma? We sell a lot of our new
t·s.P. . .
t. . . . .. ~, wartime technology a~ soon as WC
!.;,t$"'
•;; .
• ~J make iL
;!:.,~~>-!',
~
The '96 issue stealth fighter was
·
sold to Israel - who then promptly sold the plans to China. That I
Ct IV
plane wa~n·t built to protect us, but
------';;;.._______ to make its manufacturers and .
designers rich-all paid for with
about them leaving with our jobs in our money and labor to keep the
the first place?
economy at 'ZL
It would be 50 much ea~ier and
Downsizing military spending '
morally safe to protect them here at will mean restructuring our cconohome.
my, but we humans are nothing ii
Our military isn't there to pro- not adaptable.
Keep in mind that the Roman
mote libeny and justice.
Even though we won, the Gulf empire also had the distinction of
War sure didn't change anything: having the bigg~t ~y oftht? time,
that megalomaniac is still in charge but that protcctmn did nothmg to
and he still has most of his military keep them from falling apart from
as well (which we helped him the !nside. .
.
build).
Like pro-hfers who ~ate that their
Can you figure out why he l?XCS gel spent to provtde f<:>r aborwa~n't brought up for war crimes? !Jons, I am morally offcndcil that I
The conflict sure wa~ an investment have to pay for a machine of mass
though. Just look at all the money destruction. Herny David Thoreau
we made selling off our old F-14s wer.t to prison over this same conto the Saudis!
flict over JOO years ago.
We tum our heads at the slave
Where would you rather your
trade because of the profits it makes money go - to help heal our nation
for the governments whom we like or to pay to destroy some other
playing politics with, and because nation most of us probably couldn't
nearly all the sla\'es these days are find on a map in the first place?
very young women.
This is as much a question of priOur military is 100 large for the orities as it is a comment on the
mere task of protecting America. states of our soul~. We simply can
Take a look at a map, who is going not afford to play this game.
to in\'adc us? All those theories
about the communists coming for Spike Perkins is an unclassified
our women were right-wing hype graduate student at SIUC.
and the rich having coronaries over
the thought of having to share.
Anyway, ~•.1en in the face of
nuclear weal" •.·,a large military is
cumber...ome. ·,. :rorists are the real
threat with these weapons. which
our intelligence groups arc handling
Just fine.
But our economy ha~ been built
on the business of war for over 50
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Fclluw,hip. Encounters with Jesus. 7
p.m .. Student Center Ohio Room.
C 0111ac1: T ncia. :'i29-7170.

Events
UNDERGRADUATE RSO Annual
Fee Allocation Packets. Available
Now, Student Center USG office.
deadline March 8. Contact: USG,

SIUC RIDING CLUB, 7 P.M.,
Student Center Thebes Room.
Contact: Da\'id. 351-196-1.

SLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL
Communications Committee. 5 p.m.,
BAC Office. Contact: Talita, 453-

2534.

"Reminiscing Autobiographical
Notes." by Paul Arthur Schilipp. 4-6
p.rn .. Student Center Old Main
Lounge. Contact: For more information. 453-6634.

Entertainment
AND

WUSI

TV

membership Drive. various shifts,
assist with on-air answering of
phones and taking pledges. now until
March 10. Contact: Lynn, 453-4343.

UMONSIEUR MIRE," 5 P.M.,
Fanerl 125, free, sponsored by French
Cinema Club. Contact: Lanessa. 4535415.
FEATURE PRESENTATIONS,

SIU C As I AN STUDIES

TABLE SALE, 10 A.M., STUDENT

Association, 6 p.m., Student Center
Illinois Room. Contact: Dale. 549-

Center Hall of Fame Arca, sponsored
1 ~_eology Club. Contact:

~cd~;J ~f

Competition Showcase for the Big
Muddy Film Festival, 12-2 p.m.,
University MllSCUm Auditorium. free.
Contact: For more information, 453-

VIOLENCE

1482.

8409.

SIUC GEOLOGY CLUB, 5 P.M.,
Parkinson Lab Room IOI. Contact:
Ted, 351-4145.

SIGMA TAU DELTA, ENGLISH
Honor Society. 7:30 p.m., Student
Center Saline Room. Contact: Rob,

529-4012.

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT
of Management. 5 p.m., Rehn Room
108. Contact: Vern. 893-2504.

1

4

WORKSHOP,

presented by Parents in Touch, 7
p.m., Carbondale Community High
School-East. $2, choose from Dating
violence, Seconu Step-violence
Prevention Program or Teen Rap
Session. Contact: Diane, 549-0834.

ursday, February 29
Student Center - Thebes Room
(Behind the Marketplace)

"The Mind-Body
Connection"
Annette Vaillancourt, PhD
Explore the extraordinary world of
holistic wellness with John Kabat-Zinn,
as featured on BUI Moyers' Healing and
the Mind series. (Video & discussion)

INTEKVARSITY CHRISTIAN

For more information, call the Wellness
Center at 536-4441. Sponsored bv the
Student Health Programs, Wellness Center
and Student Center Special Programs.

University_ Park

Food Drive

February 26-March 7
Collection Points:
4

Auditorium. for the Big Muddy Film
Festival. Contact: For more infonna•
tion, 453-1482.

LIBRARY SEMINAR SERIES,
Philosopher's Index, 1-2 p.m. and 34 p.m., Morris Llbra!y Room i03 D;
Contact: Undergraduate Desk. 4S32818.

•

t/
t/
t/
t/
t/
t/

"PAST YOUR BEDTIME, TQO,"
Competition Showcase for the Big
Muddy Film Festival JO p.m.-1 am.,
Longbranch Coffeehouse, free.
Contact: For more information, 453-

1482.

PAULA FROEHLE, CHICAGO
Filmmaker, 7 p.m .• Student Center

STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL
Center, Action Organizing meeting, 7
p.m., Interfaith Center. Contact:
Cathleen, 549-7387.

·

12 noon - 1:00 p.m.

ACM, WINDOWS '95 TUTORIAL,
7-9 p.m., Fancr 1024. Contact:
Francisco. 549-8223.

536-3381.

WSIU

~==-- _

RECEPTION ON PUBLICATION

Meetings
LACROSSE CLUB PRACTICE,
9:30 p.m .. Recreation Cenlcr Tennis
Courts. Contac1: Lance ..151-1950.
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Every floor Neely Hall
Trueblood Area Office
Allen Hall
Wright Hall
Boomer Hall
University Bookstore
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will be donated to_

.Good Sa,naritan Food,. Pantry
in Carbondale.
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continued from page 1

continued from page 1

usually learn lmic vocabulary.
"Once we fccl they can function in
a classroom, they do not need lllta"ing," she said. wMost students are
already educated in their own COIDltry. We try to keep their knowledge
growing while expanding their
English."
Koster said language a'i.5istants are
available for students in the afternoon. They help translate homcwodc
as.<;ignments and test questions for the
international children.
Even though there rue only t!lll:e
L111guagc translatocs, th: entire school
community helps the children,
Koster said. She said older students
are asked 10 assist in ttanslating for
some students, and children arc
assigned buddies in the c ~
"Language adjusunent is not the
only con~m.~ she said. "Social
adjustment is also imponanL They
are 3$igncd buddies who help them
in cl.as.~ with any questions."
Jennifer Fields, a first-grade teacher at Unity PoinL said her students
watd1 out for the international students. She said she barely needs to
assi!!ll buddies
""Kids already in the clao;s will look
out for them," she said. "'The kids
help the international students pick
out Ilic right book, find lhe right
pages and everything else. There is
n0 fear of intimidation among the
student~...
Koster said many of the students
arc only in the school for a few year;,
so tJ>e irt~tructors need to pay spx:ia1
attention 10 the children's edUCltion.
""What they remember he.re will
make an in1{XICl in their funu-c education,·· she said. "We know we
won ·1 he teachinS! these children for a
long time, but they will he dealing
with our culture for the rest of their
li\'es."
Fields said international students in
her clas.~ arc not intimidated by their
new surnnmdings. and they want to

Forbes winner
of Arizona's

service announcements are
recorded, also needs to be
fixed.
"The equipment at the
slation is like an old car,"
Yantis said. "Over time, it
needs repairs until cvcnlually it breaks down and you
need to buy somelhi:ig else."
Yantis said the old equipment was not replaced
because of a lack of funds.
'To get tbc station nnming
at a top-notch level, we need
ahout $30,000, which we
don't have right now,"
Yantis said. "Until then we
need to make do with what
we have. The only new piece
of equipment at the station
will be a new distribution
amplifier; everything else
will be fixed."
Yantis said the station
probably will be running
again sometime next week.
She said she did not want
any.,.,<! to be alamlcd by the
shutdown.
"Everything will be fmc in
a few days, and lhcrc is nothing that our listeners should
be worried about," she said.

Thursday, February 29:)996
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GOP primary
Los Angeles

Times

PHOENIX-Publishing magnate
Steve Forbes, rounlcd out of the
Rcpublicm Jl"CSidcntia] race only a
week ago, bounced bade Tuesday
with a convincing victory in the
Arizona primary as the already
unusual nomination contest took
another sudden swerve.
Sen. Bob Dole won two lesser
primaries in his familiar prairie
backyard of North Dakota and
South DakotL Patrick J. Buchanan
sustained the biggest disappointment of tbc day, losing to Forbes
and failing to measurably expand
bis hard-core share of the GOP vote.
With 66 percent of the vote
counted in Ariwna. Forbes bad a 34
pcrccnt share. Dole and Patridc J.
Buchanan bad 29 percent and 27
percent, respectively. Lamar
Alexander lagged far behind with 7

year, we have seen many priority two organiz.ations come in
and romplain that they did not
g~t the moncy·they needed,"
Vmgrai said. "These RSOs arc
being underfunded for their
events."
. ·Priority t.wo RSOs arc special
mtcrest organizations ranging
from religious organim_tions to
class major groups.
In other business, Scott
Pfeiffer, USG chief of staff, said
tbc senate will cood•JCta student
sm;,cy to obtain opinions on tbc
cum:nt enrollment problem.
"Beginning April I, we will

be sending out 1,200 ~cys to
SIUC students,"J>feiffer said.
"This is being done to find
out what our fellow students
_think.about tbc current enrollment problem," he said.
Pfeiffer said tbc survey stems
from the recent in student
enrollment across campns.
Pfeiffer said the student~ will
be randomly selected, and the
actual surveys will be openended to allow students a
chance to express any concerns
or insight into lhc cnrollmclll
problem.
Pfeiffer said he expects to
reccive 400 of tbc 1,200 surveys
back by April 15.
The next USG meeting is
schcdu1ed for7 pm. March 6 in
Student Center Ballrocm B.

percent

paruLipalC.

"International families have a high
value in education," she said. "Their
positive attitude is reflected right
do\.\11 into their children."

Pinch' Penny
Pub
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ROBIN WIWAMS
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John Travoltl
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GET SHORTY(I)
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The SIU Arena hns will ullllze Its first day or Sllles line lottery ~em ror B_us_h. If you w.lsh to participate: 1.You must pick up 10ur wristbarid in ·
person _at the SIU. Arena Soulh Lobby Box Office on Wed: & Th~ Fcli: 281h &
29ih from 7am to 8pn1. 2.You wiUrcceive·only one wristband. ·1twill be put
on by SIU Arena StnfT.,J,Wristbands are not transferable. 4.A wristband
does D'll ~arantee that yoli will be able to puri:hase tickets: 5; There is a l 0
ticket lim1L 6. Camping is prohibited and unauthoriicd ticket lines will not
be honored. Questions call the SIU Arena at 618-453-5341.
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Facelift
continued from page 3
Center post office in the future, and
these changes would satisfy those
guidelines.
"We arc trying to take care of the
,lCCds before it becomes an issue,~
Tatham said. "Sooner or later the

Library
continued from page 3
law and give the library the money it
needs, but it would be a temporary
solution.
..We arc going to sit down with
rhc ciry and talk about long-tenn
solutions for library funding," she
said.
Doheny said l11e city wanL<; 10
help the library son OUI its financial
problem-. and he said he will suggc.,;t the city council adopt the ordin.·uK"c a<; a temporary solution.

GPSC
co11ti1111ed from page 3
whether there should be a student
activity fee increase. "We broke the
large,· SPC issue down 10 four
issues and took a straw poll of each
one." he said.
A majority of GPSC members
votoo that there is a neoo for an SPC
advisory board. Members also

Pillsbury contest
hands top prize
to California dad

facility will have to be in compli-

ance with ADA."

•·

Tadlam said be hopes the rmovations will bcocfil students, espccially those with disabilities.
"We're hoping it makes it more
convenient for students alXI addresses lhe special populations to lhe
ADA compliance issue," be said
Fmnegan said lhe renovations
will take place during spring break.

JJ\g

The current machines will.shut
down
Caii,f the< new
machines will beinopenlioo by the
time
students
return to class Mardi.
18..
.
. ,, ,.....

March,·s,

seL

meeting.
She said the library will be look·
ing for long-term solutions al the
boanl meeting to suggest to the city.
Doherty said he is including
library workers in a city wide classification/compcnsalion Sllldy.
He said the study is a task analysis of ,:adJ woo:cr based m their job
duti.:s, and ii would examine pay
ranges ba~ on the task analysis.
Steudcl said she is excited about
the library employees being includoo in the study.

voted lha1 GPSC should no1 change
lite way ii allocates money to SPC
and then- is no need for a student
activity fee increase. However, 15
members voted that GPSC is not
ade(Juatcly funding SPC while 10
bclievoo it is.
Terry said GPSC will draft a resolution of these four issues for the
next meeting.
He said if it is passed. it will be
sent on to Student Affairs.
Also, GPSC passed a resolution

asking the SIU Board of Trustees 10
postpone its vote on Sanders'
University budget proposal for one
month.
Bill Karrow, GPSC president,
said Sanders prcscntoo his budget
proposal at the Feb. 8 board meeting for the boanl to vote on it at its
March 14 meeting.
He said this is not enough time
for everyone al the University to
!Dldcrstand what the ramifications
of budget proposal will be.

It's a way for
agriculture
students to get
.together and show
their spirit for the
College of
. Agriculture."

department exhibits fore.wy. skills,
and Friday's Ag-T-shirt pay, in
which agriculture stndents·wear
thcir agricullurc dub t-shirU to support the college. .
.
·.
The event . before the. 40th
Anniversary. Piogram ·is Fridays'
All;Ag banquet'run by the
Agriculture· Students Advisory
Council. It is to honor college
alumni, Lori Seftoo, as.9Slant dean
of the college, said.
Toe 1nm1 ilnJXl1ailtawaros at 1he
banquet go to· ~ents, Tuesday
Ashner, secretary in the deans
office said. They include the
Outstanding Junior Award,
Outstanding Club Award and
Outstanding Senior Award. .
The anniversary is focused on
alwnni who are coming tovisitand
reminisre, Sefton said
"This is a time for alumni 10 visit
with facu]ty,"·Scfton said.
Past alumni receive awards for
achievements that Ibey have made
in agriculture.
The awards include the
Outstanding Alum; Outstanding
Yoimg Alum, which goes fo saneone who Im graduated in the past
10 years; and the faculty service
award, which goes to the faculty
member who is seen as giving lbc
best service.
Also, this year is the fust year for
thc Donald M. Elkins Exccllcocc In
F.ducation Award for outstanding
teaching.
.
The spcalccr for this year's banquet~ be Floyd Doering, former

He said it is tooealyto~
the rost of the changes..•

ff

#

:cxintinuedfrom page 3

Km Jaros. chiefbuilding operating engineer in the Sbidenl Center,
said no rost for the ~bas been

She said the study will allow
library workers to garner better
wages when thc city tnletstms the
wade they do.
Steudcl said some people do not
understand how much work a
library wodccr docs. She said they
do not just check out books.
1bis will give more aedcncc to
the jobs here at the library," she
said.
Stcudel said she bas seen how
much support there is for lbc library
in the community. She said there
bas been SSOO in donations from
patrons concerned about libra.)'
funding.

Stcudcl said library officials

worlla hctiIJ working with the city
after Ille March 20 Library Board

Thursday, February 7, 1996

· :Mollie Williams,
Secretary ofAg-Council
Wisconsin.State Supervisor of
Agriculture F.ducation and State
Future Farmers of America

Adviser.
"A number of alumni coming
back from all over-is r.xciting,"
Sefton said. ·
-.
·
Saturday is the 40th Anniversary
Program. ~l begins with brunch and
a tour lhmugh the campus for visiting almns.
.
It will conclude with presentations by former deans Wendell
Keepper(1955-1974), Gilbert
Kroening( 1974-1986), James
Twecdy(l986-1992), and William
Herr(1992-1993). They will talk
about their years as dean, Sefton
said
There will also be a presentation
by the present dean, James
McGuire.
The All-Ag banquet is schoouled
for Friday at 6:30 p.m~ in Student

Center Ballrooms C and D, and Uic
40th Anniversary Program is
scheduled for Satunlay at 9 a.m.

PIZZA
DI REC---ORY!

Los Angel~ Times

DALLAS-A chocolate-cakebaking San Francisco area dad
who bc6an entering cooking contesL<; lo pass the time after his
divorce became the first man ever
to win the grand prize at the
Pillsbury Bake-Off ori Tuesdaya bounty that reached a record
million dollars this year.
Kun Wait. a 43-year-0ld business analyst from Redwood City,
Calif.. and the single father of an
8-year-0ld son, was chosen from
among 100 finalists nationwide
for the top award in the Supcrbowl
of amateur cooking fcsts.
A cherub-faced, bespectacled
man who docs sales planning for a
division of Pacifir Bell, Wait
flashed a big smile and rocked
onto the toes of his sneakers as bis
Macadamia Fudge Tone ·.vas proclaimed a million-dollar recipe on
naiional TV.
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..::~':'Mllsiail. tells abQUt
fairy tales' dark side
By Travis Aldn
Daily Egyptian Reporter
Stephen Sondheim's "Into The Woods" is a
musical that will make a person think rather
than hum, Julie Willis, the witch in S!UC's

.
s;:

!J

St!11ttY GIOL\

-

nie Daily fgyptfan

Donald Black (left) pcrjon11s as tlte wolfwitlt Melody Hesketlt as Little Rea Riding Hood
during a rehearsal for "Into the Woods" at McLeod T11eater.

production of the show, said.
·
"Into The Woods" is a reflective musical
comedy that looks at fairy tale characters and
shows the dissatisfaction that comes when the
characters get what they want, director David
Krasner said.
'
Some of the characters include Cinderella
(Julie Ba!ber), Rapunzel (Jennifer Hampson)
and Little Red Ridinghood (Melody Hesketh).
The characters get their heart's desire, but it
comes with a price, Krasner said. Sondheim
wanted to be more serious with the script than
he was able to, he said.
Krasner said the show has many comic elements that he has brought out
'"It's a comedy," he said. "I wanted to highlight the comedy."
He said he wanted to teach the actors to do
comedy and to have the energy needed to do
it well.
Underneath the comedy is a tale about life,
Nicole Madison, who plays the Baker's Wife.
said. She said the whole show has a messaze
in every moment of the show.
"The first act is the fairy tale," she said.
"The second act is life."
The second act is a little darker, reflecting
on what happens when you get your wish,
Krasner said.
••you have to pay a price to find out who
you arc," he said. "Be careful, you may get
what you want."
The woods in the musical represents
romance, danger and excitement, he said The
two-dimensional homes in the front of the
stage at the beginning of each act are a haven

<'f safety from the dangers presented by the
woods, he said.
''Going into the woods - you find yourself," Krasner said. 'Toe homes are safe and
secure but dull."
Sondheim took the fairy tales and made
them real and human, Willis said.
111e· fairy tale talces us out of our normal
existence, and going into the woods allows us
to see what is in our own hearts, Krasner said.
"Fairy tales remove us from our boring
Jives, but we have to find our way back," he
said.
The scenic designer Kate Brugh, who
designed the set as her thesis show, did a wonderful job in capturing the meaning of the
show with her set, he said.
"The houses are secure, flat, predictable,
and the woods are vast, deep and mysterious,"
he said. "You have to go into the abyss and
find yourself, and you have to look the abyss
right in the eye."
The set was designed to show a dull, twodimensional world that becomes an exciting,
mysterious three-dimensional world. Brugh
said.
'Toe first scene is very flat and bold with
outlining, bright colors and easily identifiable
images," she said. 'Toe woods are dark. very
textured, and there is a vagueness where certain things begin and certain things end."
The costumes were designed to help bring
out a sense of place and to transform the
actors into their characters. Jan Johnston, the
costume de.~igner said.
'They quickly identify where we arc. and
they give us an idea of a good character or a
bad character," she said.
"Into The Woods" will be presented at IO
a.m. today, at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and
at 12:30 p.m. Sunday in McLeod Theater.
Tickets are $4 for students and SS for adults.

Junkies' cool-blue sound sure to seduce
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Cowboy Junkies "Lay I!J>own"
(Geflen)

Like watching a cool midsummer
night Texas wind carry a dense fog
that falls to ground level and
spreads equally over everything
below it, listeners will get an emoti onal high from the Cowboy
Junkies on its sixth release, "Lay it

Down."
Known to mainstream music listeners as the band who played
"Sweet Jane" on the "Natural Born
Killers" soundtrack, the Junkies has
retained its title as the best-known
unknown band in America.
Once again the Junkies uses its
blues. folk. country style of music
that has gained it recognition as a
critic"s band. No later than the first

Disaster," the band shows its edgy
attitude with a bass line reminiscent
of the least-aggressive songs on
Sonic Youth's album, "Dirty." But
hard-core Junkies fans need not
worry. The song gets no more
aggressive than if Elvis Costello
sang "Allison" on speed. but it still
shows a new side to its music.
The one thing different on this
album is an escalated level of guitar
work by.Michael Timmins. Part
poeL part bluesman and part soothing jazz musician. his guitar almost
- but does not quite - equal the
voice of lead sing~r Margo
Timmins.
zle.
On the track. "A CommonOnce again it is her voice that

song, "Something More Besides
You," will listeners be seduced by
Margo Timmins' psycho-neurotic,
cool-blue voice that hangs quivering above the Junkies soothing
arrangement of bluesy twang.
Not since "Black Eyed Man" has
the Junkies' music seemed so moving or listenable, but the Junkies
pulls no new tricks. This is completely Junkies, but much more and
definitely no less. ·
Like on previous albums, the
Junkie.~ threads listeners' ears with a
string of songs. each seeming to be
a piece in a thought-provoking puz-

Grad seeks Hollywood fame
By Erik Bush
Daily Egyptian Reporter

shines and gives the Junkies its
trademark sound fans have grown
to love. Her crystalline voice, seemingly half cowgirl and half Celtic.
bounces from one soothing accent
to another. What is more amazing.
~shedoe.~notsecmtotalceabreath
while doing so.
There is one insignificant problem with the album. When listening
to it, listeners will swear they have
heard some of these songs on prior
albums. Gut when listening to music
11'tis well designed, that is not such a
crime. If it ain't broke. don'i fix it.

Dustin Coleman

A

its students, who will be amazed
at how often one can find exactly what one is looking for especially if one is looking for a
surprise.
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ENTERTAINMENT

By James Lyon
DE Features Editor

Question: What do a jacket. a car
antenna, a bonle. a snow ski. a pinball machine, a refrigerator, a shopping can and monkey bars all have
in common?
Answer: They are all, at one
point or another, used as weapons
in "Rumble in the Bronx," starring
Jackie Chan.
Chan portrays Keung. who
comes to America from Hong Kong
for his uncle's wedding.
In the process. he gel~ mixed up
with a Bronx motorcycle gang
because of his romantic interlude
with the girlfriend of the leader. as
well as a diamond smuggling scam.
But to give such a simplified summary of the plot is almost like saying "Romeo and Juliet" is about
teen suicide.
It begins with his uncle selling
his store and Chan jumping to
action when the gang starts causing
trouble.
Because of this. the m.!:mbers
immediately do all they can to find
01an and impose random acL~ of
violence on him.
Later. when one of the gang
members puts stolen diamonds in
the wheelchair of a boy who Chan
is watching. he gets involved with
the F.B.I. and diamond smugglers.
Although the plot is somewhat
unbelievable. and some of the dub-

bing can be annoying at times, the
movie's magic lies in the screen
presence of Chan.
With extremely dangerous stunts
and an even faster fighting style.
Chan performs with a comedic talent reminiscent of the silent film
star Buster Keaton, who was one of
Chan's favorite actors as a kid.
Pound-for-pound. Keaton was
one of Hollywood's strongest men,
and used that strength to perform
amazing stunts in his films. Chan
uses that same type of physical style
and incorporates it into the fight
scenes.
Chan has made more money
from his films than any other actor.
Taking into account how he is virtually unknown in America (most
people only know him as the
karate-fighting driver from the
"Cannonball Run" movies) should
give you and idea of just how popular he is outside of the States.
To watch "Bronx" is to watch
Chan push himself to the limit of
human endurance when as he performs all of his own stunts.
The best stunt of the film consist~ of Chan jumping off the roof
of a parking garage to the fire
escape one floor down of the building across the street.
Chan is no stranger to hospitals.
considering he has broken nearly
every bone in his body during the
course of his career because of the
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Movie Review
Chan is no stranger
tohospi~,
consideringc he has
broken nearly
every bone in his
body.
loyalty he has to performing his
own stunts that get more dangerous
in each movie.
The most dangerous occurred in
the movie "The Armor of God"
where he attempted to jump out of a
hot-air balloon into a tree.
The tree branch he landed on
broke, and 01an fell 45 feet to the
ground, cracking his skull.
He now has a plastic knob
implanted into his head to seal the
fracture.
There is one scene in "'Bronx"
where Chan breaks his ankle while
jumping onto a hovercraft.
In an interview with David
Letterman, Chan said that he onJy
agreed to go to the hospital after he
found out the camera-man had gotten the shot
The amazing thing about all of

this is that Chan returned to work
the next day.
All of the scenes with Chan
water-skiing off-the back of the
hoven:raft and with him dodging
semis and bosses in the middle of
: rush hour traffic
done with Cl!al!
\vearing a ~ around his ankle.
At the end of the movie the audience
see how he puts a type of
·sock over his cast that looks like the
sneaker he is wearing on the other
foot.
The movie (follow closely, this
can get confusing) was filmed in .
· America to be shown in Asia.
Because of that. Chan, and the Olher
Asian actors spoke Chinese, and the
Americans' voices later were
dubbed in.
When New Line Ci~ma decided.
to release •'Bronx" in America, the
Americans' voices had to be
dubbed back in, as well as dubbing
the Asian actors into English.
So yes, the movie is dubbed at
parts, and the simplistic plot makes
it obvious that the movie was·
filmed by someone other than a11
American.
There is one scene where, after
beating gang members senseless,
Chan gives a heart-wanning speech
about how they should stop all of
their fighting and how he would
like lo be their friend.
This may seem realistic to someone in Asia, but

·
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man who goes into
gang territory in the Bronx to pick a
fight .with them is immediately
going to get popped with a .44.
•. What the movie lacks in style and
basic plot, however, is more than
made up for when it comes to
Chan's stunts, fight scenes and
physical CC:":ledy.
(Be honest now, when was the
last time you went to a
Schwarzenegger or Stallone movie
simply for the plot?)
Chan has been trying to break
into the American movie scene for
a long time, and this may just be the
stepping stone to do iL
If you are looking for a good
action movie with stunts that will
maJce you flinch and fight scenes
that are fast and furious, this is the
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Even on road, fans still love Bulls
The Chicago Bulls can thank the
American Academy of Orthopedic
Surgeons for a few moments of
peace and quiet.
Usually the Bulls stay at th<!
Ritz-Carlton in downtown Atlar,la.
But that was completely booked,
filled with doctors in town for their
annual convention.
So the Bulls arc out in the suburbs of Atlanta at the Swissotel in
Buckhead, unbeknownst to most of
their legions of followers.
Only a paltry number of fans arc
waiting as the Bulls make their way
to Ute bus U1at will take them to the
Omni for ,'.cir game against the
Allanta Haw:r.s.
The Cummings family stumbled
upon U1em.
As they were leaving U1e mall
across the street, I.hey saw Bulls
guard Ron Harper walking out of
U1e hotel.
Thev had driven down from
Soutl1 Carolina just to sec the Bulls
play U1e Hawks and now they had
U1is added bonus, so they hopp!:d
in their minivan, wheeled out of ll:1:
parking lot, paiked illegally behind
U1e team bus and joined a handful
of other fans.
It" s not long before M~chael
Jordan emerges from I.he hotel's
revolving d~r and makes the short
walk 10 U1e bus.
RJmnda Cummings urges her son
Justin on. and he joins a woman. a
kid wearing a Jordan jersey and
another kid wearing an Anfemee
Hardaway jcr,cy in pursuit of auto-

Attendance
co11ti1111cd from pagi' 16
he making the trek from Springfield
lo Carbondale this

On their mosnecent trip, "We
got into Denver at 4 am. ill!d lhcre
was a busload of kids (al the hotel).
And it was 10 below."
Jordan's luck ran out when be
and a friend went outside to get a
cab.
A dozen Spanish doctors, here
for the convention, were returning
Tom Smithburg
totheholel.
They quickly whipped out camChicago Bulls' media-service assistant
eras and surrounded him, shouting
"Una photo! Una photo!"
At 33, in his second go-round in
graphs.
"In the past, ~ y during the. the league, Jordan is dctamincd to
Jordan obligingly signs.
championship run, we were pretty try to live some semblance of a norAt the moment, life on the road popular, pretty hot, but ... "
mal life-even if it means going
witll tlle hottest ICalI1 in tllc NBA is
No, nothing like tllis.
out without a pack of security
unusually quiet.
Just listen lo Bulls media-ser- guards.
"These kids don't know how vices assistant Tom Smithburg
"I'm starting to do that more,"
lucky they arc," Bulls assistant describe the scene at The Pl37.a Jordan says.
coach Jim Cleamons says.
Hotel in New York.
"Thal' s one of the reasons Phil
"Usually (Jordan's) got bis
'1bcre must have been 100 peo- (Jackson, tlle Bulls' coach) tries to
entourage, and you can't get with• ple there," Smithburg said. "We find different hotels, so WC can do
in five feel of him."
bad cross-dressers and CEOs. That that.
"rm very grateful for tl!at
Jordan and the Bulls feel lucky, wa~ the wildest.
"It give.<; me a chance to get out
"The cross-dressers want to
too. 1bcy arc on pace to break the
NBA record of 69 victories set by check out Rodman, an.:! the CEOs of the hotel room, sec more of tl1e
were like, "Hey Michael, what°s city and experience a liltlc bit more
the 1971-72 Los Angeles Lakcn..
Ulan four walls."
1bcir popularity has taken on a up?'.,
This man-of-the-people thing has
life of its own.
1bc Bulls have their own plane
Anytime Jordan goes some- md the bus mccts tllcm right on the its limits though.
The Lenox Square Mall sit,; right
whcrr. there is a crowd. Add anoth- tannac, so airports aren't a probacross lbc street from the Swi,;sotel,
er superstar in Scottie Pippen. lem.
but
did Jordan go there?
throw in quirky Dennis Rodman
But hotels can get outrageous,
"I' vc got 10 start a step at a time,··
(he of tlle multiple tattoos and mul- especially when they travel to
be explained.
tiple bair cairn;) and wbat <lo y-:u Western Conference cities, where
tlley visit teams only once a year.
get?
"It's a three-ring circus now,"
In their first swing Unough the
West this season, "I saw two
Rodman said.
"Il's gelling to be prcuy wild tllis women faint when Michael Jordan
season." Pippen said.
walked by," Smitllburg said.
·

TI1e Washington Post

weekend.

L1st sca<;on, approximately 600
SMSU fans filled section D of SIU
Arena, erupting with a torrent of
cheers I.he infamous Dawg Pound
would bave been proud of.
Once again, buses filled with loyal
SMSU fans will acrolilf.OIIY. the Laly
Bears' basketball team to Carbondale

Shockers
amti1rncdfro111 page 16
Scott said it is important for both
teams to remain focused prior to
heading into the tournament
··Wh.;_u's paramount for them and
for us is that we arc two teams trying
tn be at our peaks going into tlle tournament next ·week."

#

I saw two women faint when Michael
Jordan walked by.We got into Denver at
4 a.m. and there was a busload of kids
(at the hotel). And it was 10 below."

Saturclay. The Bc.ars' fans will be
filled witll excitement and cager to
cstabli,;h a foolhold in SIU Arena and
root for their team.
It's estimated tl1at approx.i..'-n:llely
700 dedicated SMSU women's basketball fans will make Saturday's
trip.
Not only is ita shame, its embarr=ing when an q,posing team's followers can outnumber the home
team's fans by mm: than 200.
Not to beat a dead horse, but
everyone knows the importance of
fan .mpport - it can play a major
factor in the p:tfonnanre level of any

tcall'~ a~ well as influcncc the outcome of a game.
The sruc;: women's team is very
clcscrving of a large fan following on
Saturday.
This year's teanJ has iroven they
deserve to be honored by a horde of
screaming fans fans from
Carbondale that i,;.
The wcmcn's tmkcthall team has
sacrificed a lot tllis year, asking foc
very liulc in return.
At the very least, the Salukis
dcsavc a home court advantage as
they battle oonf~ leader SMSU.

SIUC will be gunning for its 200th
MVC win tonight against I.he
Shockcn..
Overall SIUC bas tlle upper hand
in Uie all-time series a!!ain.~t Wichita
Statc,23-5.
However, tll.: two have split U1e
L.1st two years.
Last sca.<;00, the Shockers handed
SIUC its only home loss in 12
games.
Despite hosting Southwest

Missouri State Saturday - the
Salulds' second game in three nights
- Scott has given her undivided
aucntion preparing for tl1c Shockers.
MWc bave spent this week trying
to get ready for Wichita," Scott said.
MI have sud1 respect for Wichita
and their team."
Tonight's tip-off is at 7:05.

GRAD STUDENTS
Need help preparing your
Dissertation, Thesis,
or Research Paper?
Edltlna ~ f'rooftna,
APA • MLA • C lcago • turabtan
• Grad School Approved

*

Word Processing
Text • Tables • Graphs
from disk, text, or hand
Laser print, fast a.rvlce

wq?Ei~!
457-5655
Also: Complete Resume Services

Sanders'.:pass
Oil baseball
the right move
The Sporting News
OK, so the Pizza Hut commerc:ial is obsolete, now that
Dcion Sanders has decided 1ba1
"both" is no longer best. But

S31l(DS' decisioo to f<IgO tmctqIJ this year is the right deciSW"I!!, the me that gives him the
best chance IO show bow mag.
nifia:nt he can be oo the foot•
oo1I field.
s31l(DS bad hinted during the
playoffs that be was thinking
abouta f(l('(OOIJ-ooly itinerary in
'96, a move that figures to
diminish his endorsement
apiral.
But as far as the Cowboy,; arc
concerned, lhi,; is terrific.
Not only docs Sandas get to
play a full season, but for tl!c
first time in nis pro football
career, he'll partici1X1te in a full
training camp.
Sanders once vowed never to
even tllink of such a thing_ ··1
don't need no training ooip.··
be said a few days before winning his first Super Bowl ring.
If Sanders can remain hcaltlly
for anotllcr three G" four year.;,
he 'II bcxomc a lock for the Hall
of Fame. Even if Madison
Avenue dOCS11"t agree.
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-Nelson, Starks feud far from the -end
N1.wsday
SACRAMENTO, Calif.-John
Starks' relationship with Don
Nelson has deteriorated to the point
lhat Starks said Tuesday he has
given up trying to figure out wh:lt
tbc New York Knicks' ro:ich wants
from him.
The communication between the
two is so poor th:lt Starts no longer
can contain his frustration.
MEvcrybody thought he was
going to be a good coach (for me),
hut sometimes nightmares happen."
slarks said.
Starks, the darling of former
Co;ich Pat Riley, is so confused by
Nelsoll th:lt the 30-ycar-old guard
is beginning to question his future
with the Knicks.
Starks had hoped things would
improve when he and Nelson sat
down for a talk aflcr practice
almost a month ago, but it is clear
they haven't
Because of lhat. Stark.~ said he
ha~ no plans to try to talk wilh
Nelson again.
"111.11 talk w:L~ all for nothing, so
I don't even bother with it anymore," Slarks said after practice for
Wednesday night's game against
1hr. Kings.
"It wa.~ a wa~lcd effort"

#

When you're out there, you have to do what you have to do.
And when you're not out there, you have to support the
·
people-who are out there."
Derek Harper
New York Knicks' guard

Starts ha.~ played more than 30
minutes only once in the Knicks'
last 17 games, and he has not
played in the fourtb qu.'lltcr in the
last two.
In a 113-105 loss to the Suns
Sunday, Nelson pulled him in the
first quarter after Starks made his
first two shots.
In a 114-96 loss to the Los
Angeles Lakcrs Monday, Nelson
started three guards-Derck
Harper, Hubert Davis and Gary
Grant-but Starks was on the
bench. Starks entered the game
2:18 into the first quartcrbulpL1ycd
only 17 minutes, scoring eight
points.
Nelson ha~ a reputation as an
innovator who likes to u.~ different lineups to keep opponents
guessing.

During a slump in which the guys arc in. I think you all have to
Knicks have lost six or lbcir last dcaJ with it, and we have to dcaJ
eight games, it is bca>ming clear with it as playcrs."
that Nelson also Is keeping his
Nelson has said he thinks Starks
players guessing, which makes is doing a good job, and playing
some or them uncomfortable.
hard.
Starts is so frustrated by the sit"Ir you're looking for excuses,
uation that be even aligned himself we can all find them," Nelson said
with reporters, to whom Nelson when asked about Starks' playing
doesn't like to reveal his lineups time after the Lakcrs game.
before games.
"But the guy wbo is playing betConsidering Starks' recent ter than anyone on our ballclub is
">lowup against a· Knicks beat Hubert Davis.
reporter, it is clear that Nelson bas
"Ir there's anyone that needs
forced him to make a difficult minutes, it's Hubert."
Starts, however, is not the only
choice.
MThal's just him as a coach," Knick confused by Nelson's substitution paUems.
Starks said.
MHc bas to speak up and let peoHarper has not played in the
ple know exactly what he wants.
fourth quarter in the pa!it two
MWc're in the same boat you games, despite going 8 for 9 from

Ripken wants World Series streak
after breaking Lou Gehrig's run
says Ripkcn. 35. "I'm putd of the
TI1c Su~ueh:uma River starts at fact of what it says: That I like to play
and
I want to be in the lineup. It was
Coopcrnmm.N.Y .• a IOthofamilc
from baseball's Hall of Fame. It never meant to be done, er set out to
v.inds down pa~t Willi..111t~ Pa., do. If someone had a<Jccd me at the
home of Liulc League Baseball. II beginning of my career if I would
flows into Qics.,pcake Bay at Havre pL1y 2.000 straight games, I would
have laughed. I never would h:lvc
de GrJCC. Md.
TI1is is the birthpL1ce of Calvin thought it was possible."
JI's so Ballimon:an. ~ city never
Edwin Ripka! Jr.
·
He i~ the man who singlehanded- has embraced glamour. Reggie
ly saved hasch.111, reminding a mtion Jackson was never accepted. Rick
Dempsey was idolized. Eddie
of ln,;chall's beauty.
He lrokc pcmaps the moo sacred Murray was abandoned when he
ream! in all of spons and now ha,; Bed to be trndcd. Joe Oisu1alt was
pL1ycd in 2,153 consecuth-c games. reva-cd.
'1bc Oriole way has always been
It's rc:ally nothing moo: than a blucculLv n:wnl. It doesn't require 3,000 a liUlc different than the others," says
Orioles thin1 baseman Doug
fonncr
hiL<;, er 500 hanc runs er 300 victories. Youju.<;1 h:lve to keep showing ~ "It's the ultimate cxpaicncc
lhcrc."
up for work. You go to work when
Now, Baltimcrc i~ sharing Riplccn
ym ·re tired or side. You go to wale
with the rest of the nation. He is lbc
bcca= it's your duty.
most
fCSJX:Clcd bascball playo-, p:r"I really doo 't get into the fact that
it'~ a miraculous accomplishment." h:lps even the most revered athlete.
"fd love the main focus or aucnThe Sporting New~

lion to be on winning rud the pennant race," Ripkcn says. Mmcrc than

me."
Who knows? Pcrh:lps winning
finally will C:l5C the undying scrutiny
on the strcalt. This is a team that
spent the offscason acquiring
Manager Davey Johnson, General
Manager Pat Gillick, second baseman Roberto Alornar, da;cr Ramy
Myers, third tmanan BJ. Surhoff
and left-handers David Wells and
KcntMcracr.
Instead or getting older, Ripkcn
feels like a kid again. rcaly to play
another 12 ronsccutive SCISOlS.
'1bcre's always a a:l1ain :snount
of optimism in spring training,"
Ripkcn says, "but with all the
changes we've made, the talent
we've :dJcd, it's easy to get a little
mere excited aoout wr chances. Still,
you try to guan1 sane of Iha optimism. You have to play IOgetbcr and
cam tbc champimship, you ha'l'C to
go out lhcrc and win."

SHE'S HERE

the field against the Lakcrs.
Four months into the season, and
Harper Is astounded that be still
can't figure out his new coach.
"It's just the way it goes," Harper
said.
"That's bis style; or whatever
you want to call iL You can't put
yourself above what he's doing.
"When. you're out there, you
have lb do. what you h:lvc to do.
"And when you're not out there,
you have to suppoo the people who
arc out lbcre.
"It sounds easy, but it's not It's
hard. For some guys, it's harder
than others."

It is clearly very bard for Starks,
who said this is the unhappiest be
has been as a player.
"Starks said it bas gotten to the
point where t,e thinks that no matter what be docs, he can't win with
Nelson.
"He feels like I can't do the iob,"
Starks said.
.
"That's his opinion.
"I know what I can do when
given the prop:r time.
"Over the la~t few ballgames,
I've been trying to show him that,
but it's all for nothing.
"So all I can do is go out there
and play.'

~ John A. Logan College

LECTURE SERIES
Presents Part One of a
Two-Part Discussion on

AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

Featuring

Til.\10THY

WISE
Political Analyst
&Writer

Niki Knockers

Little White Lies: The Truth
about Affirmative Action"
11

Monday, March 4
11:00 a.m. - Free
O'Neil Auditorium
Students & Public Welcome
Mr. Wise lectures on racism, right-wing social
movements, and the conservative back]ash against liberal
social policies.
/
He has apre!red on ABC, CBS, National Public Ra~io,
- and CNN s u Headline News... ~ ' ' .. ·

LIVE

Feb 2if'=lijar 2
5. Advance Tickets
00
7. At the Door
00

Mr. Wise is a polltical liberal a:id ,viii defend affirmative ·
. action polldes; an opposing viewpoint will be presented .
on March '1:J at 10:00 a.m. In the College's O'Neil .
Auditorium.
I

Tlckel5 on Sale Now

ln/omutt{on: Offict for Colltge Rtlations, 985-3741,
549-7335, 937-3438, 542-8612, TTY 9~2752.

Dangerous Curves
(618) 684-5635
DANCERS WANTED

Above Sports Center Bowl.

-~.-~ ..

Behind University Mall
529-4155
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Salukis looking
for 200th MVC
victory tonigh~
By Michael Deford
DE Assistant Sports Edilor

II I think Wichita
State is the hottest
team in the Valley
right now.II

~ t e securing a Mis.souri Valley

PAUl MAuOIY -

The D.lily Egypli.ln

Soplzomore Jonvard Theia Hudson (left), junior center Tiffany Spencer (center) and soplzomore guard
Beliz Hasheider pursue a loose ball during practice Wednesday afternoon at SIU Are11a. Tiie women's
basketball sq1l0d mis preparing for toniglzt's contest against Wicliita State at 7:05 in SIU Arena.

Conference tournament berth, the
SIUC women's basketball team is
not about to lets its guaid down now.
With only two regular-season
gamesremaining,SIUC(IS-9, 13-3)
goes up against Wichita State
University (7-18, 6-IO) tonight at
Stu Arena.
Although it\ reconJ may not reflect
it. SIUC women's basketball coach
Cindy Scott said the Shockers are a
tough ball du!), and \loill prove to be
difficult to beat tonight
"I think Wichita State is the hottest
team in the Valley right now," Scott
said. "I don't think there is any question that they are playing their best
basketball this season, and that's the
scary thing. They arc a very good
basketball team."
SIUC began conference action
against the Shockers back on Jan. 2,
at Wichita. Thank.~ to senior forwnrd
Heather Slater's 14-foot baseline
jumper in the game's final second.,;,
SIUC managed to weather the storm
in a 60-59 nail biter.
However, the memory of that
game remains strong in the back of
Scott's mind, not becluse of the win.
but because of how close sruc came
to losing the game.
''We were about as lucky as we
could be to win there," Scott said.
''We were very fortunate to win and
I know that is catainly or. their mind
as they come in here.
"I think Wichita is very talented
and very good."
Wichita State heads into SIU
Arena tonight after coming off big
wins against Drake (81-70) and

Cindy Scott
women's basketball coacl,
Creighton (92-78) last week.
The earlier sea.\On's matchup in
Wichita remains fresh in Slater's
mind as well. She said the team is not
going to take anything for granted
again.~t the Shockers tonight
"They're a really good team their record does not show that, but
they are a good team," Slater said.
"They played us tough. and we got
lucky in the end.
"We have to come in and play
hard."
Slater said a key to beating
Wichlta State will be playing a solid
game inside.
"Our inside game is excellent,"
Slater said "Three of our post pJayeis
arc shooting 52 percent (from the ,
field). We need to get the ball down
low. If we don't get the ball down
low, we're not going to win.
''We have some great post players
and we need to use that."
Both the Salulcis and the Shockers
have secured a berth in this year's
MVC tournament, which takes place
in Des Moines, Iowa, March 7-9.
C'wTently, sruc is Oil pace to finish secood in a conference for the 8th
time in the last-14 years..

see SHOCkERS, page 14

Women deserve fan support, home court advantage
Wanted: Fans to fill SIU Arena.
Mll\t be loyal, unden;tanding and
com~onate.
The SIUC women's basketball
team is he.Kling into it\ final, and
perhaps biggest game of the sea.~n
Saturday when it collides with
Southwest Missouri State
Universily.
SMSU ha\ proven to be the most
dominant force in the Missouri
Valley Conference this season, as
well as one of SIUC's biggest
rivals.
Talent will not be lacking in
SIUC's bid to beat the 15-1 Uldy
Bcirs. Though it will not be easy,
this year's 13-3 Saluki squad.is

more than capable of accomplishing the task alone. However, an
SIU Arena full of fans would ease
some of the bunlen involved.
Unlike the SIUC's men's ba.\ketball team's home games. which
attracted an average of 3,998 fans
per home game this season. attendance for the women's basketball
team's home games ha\ been far
from impressive over the years, and
wrongfully so.
Granted. men's sporting events
have traditionally attracted more
fans than women's events, but
statistics alone show the women's
team is deserving of more support.
For instance, consider SIUC's

Froin:;the

Pre~sbox
number of wiMing seasons.
The Salulcis are en route to their
15th consecutive winning season
under he.ad coach Cindy' Scott, and
have a chance to cam nn NCAA
tournament bid lhill season for the

A II home baseball games will be free to
ncveryonc, as the admission charge from

Kings, ,·

game attendance a,·erage. ranking
second in 1994 and fifth in 1995.
This season SMSU ranks 7th in the
nation in home game attendance,
a\'eraging a hearty 7,108 fans per
contest.
On the other hand, SlUC has
only averaged 50') loyal fans in its
last to home games at SIU Arena
this season. True, a few remain
loyal. but the loyal remain to be too
few.
,
With a program backed by fans
too dediClted to let distance stand
in the way of supporting its team.
you cui bet loyal SMSU fans will

see

AmNDANCE, page 14

·

last season was dropped.
.· . . . ,
·. draft pick to the
coaching job at the University of Illinois.
The new policy starts with the team's. first
With
or n ~ible trade O\'CI' the past
Krzyi.ski also said he has not been in contact
home game of the season when SIUC hosts the week, the Blues have sold an additional 2,200 with Illinois in any way about the position.
Saluki/ Best Inns Classic this wedcend, Man:h tickets in the past two days. .
. , · • 1lic Illini are still looking to fill the job for
I-3.
Gretzky is cxpcdcd to play _with tile Blues next seasoil, as current head cooch Lou Henson

news

C'IUC's men's baseball game nt Southeast
~is.~uri State Wednesday was canceled
due to poor weather conditions.
The game has been rescheduled for April 23
in Cape Girardeau a! 3:00 p.m.

first time since 1992.
Earlier this season, SIUC
·became only the 12th team in the
nation to reach the 500 win plateau
- · a record SMSU has yet to
reach.
Unfortunately, fan attendance is
one statistic SIUC cannot boast
hlghlyot
~
SMSO owns the bragging rights
in terms of home game attendance.
continually filling Hammons
Student Center with screaming
fans. To say the fans have stood
behind the Uldy Bears would be a
vast understalcmenl
In I993, the Uldy Bears led the
nation in women's basketball home

T'~~::: ~":,:',:'~!:.,~~

:=~~=i~" '"
~

""•Ok .:::.:.':!:m,nh,Cl.,mp,gndlec-

ey legend Wayne Greuky. . , , . .
. . ·•
1ts '1996 regular-season schedule and "l.'U_,
·;ithe1th itM~;~~TtBullstm.
:bcrw\
120·.-0_,"_cry
. l·~ -~0 ,...., • ~
In cxch:mge for the NHL's all-time leading· 'replacal it with Divis_ion ll Central
t
uu...........
scoret the Blues sent rookie Craig Johnson, , · ·::.· ··:, ·,·_:,c.';, · •·: .;:~<· .· .
,:, · ;/; night, they rc:ichcd tne 50-wiriplnteau fa.\ter
sccond-ycarplaycrPatriceTmdif,juni(rkaguc·;--::, 11,}llb ~ ~ W~y . than nny team in NBA histOI)'. The old n'COltl
prospectR~-~~anda 191!?~~:~·<~!~heis°?'.in!Clestcd~,~t~he:id·
I?,2;83.~ibdelphia7liets.
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